This paper considers the Free Differential Algebra and rheonomic parametrization of type IIA Supergravity, extended to include the BRS differential and the ghosts. We consider not only the ghosts λ's of supersymmetry but also the ghosts corresponding to gauge and Lorentz transformations. In this way we can derive not only the BRS transformations of fields and ghosts but also the standard pure spinor constraints on λ's.
Introduction
The pure spinor formulation of superstrings [1] is a very powerful method to provide a covariant quantization of superstring theories in flat superspace [2] - [5] or in special backgrounds like for instance AdS 5 × S 5 [6] , but it is also important to describe superstrings in general backgrounds [7] - [12] , especially in presence of RR fluxes.
The pure spinor formulation of σ-models to lowest order in α ′ has been developed some time ago in [7] , both for heterotic and type II superstrings (for heterotic strings see also [8] ; for first order α ′ corrections in the heterotic case, at the cohomological level, see [9] .) The method of [7] starts by writing the more general action invariant under worldsheet conformal transformations and then derives the constraints of the background superfields by requiring nilpotence of the BRST charge and holomorphicity of the BRST currents (or equivalently invariance of the action under the BRST charge [10] ).
Recently D'Auria, Grassi, Fre' and Trigiante [12] , working in the case of type IIA 2 superstring, have proposed an alternative method that reverses this procedure: they start from the geometrical formulation of type IIA supergravity and by generalizing a procedure [18] , [19] well known for Yang-Mills theories, to which we shall refer as the method of the Extended (Free) Differential Algebra, they derive the constraints for the ghosts and the BRST invariant σ-model action. However the constraints that they obtain are not standard. Moreover these constraints, even if imply for the ghosts the same number of d.o.f.'s of the standard constraints, as they argue, are quite involved and lead to a complicated action.
In this paper we present a variant of the approach of [12] for type IIA σ-models that instead leads to the standard constraints on pure spinors and to the pure spinor action of [7] . The type IIB case presumably can be treated in a similar way and hopefully will be presented elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with the geometrical description of type IIA supergravity. In particular, after fixing notation, we present the supergravity constraints to be used in the next sections. For that, we adopt the parametrization of the curvatures derived in [12] , [16] . In Section III we explain the approach of the Extended Differential Algebra and we derive the BRST algebra and the standard constraints on pure spinors. In Section IV we obtain the pure spinor action. The derivation of a property needed to assure the consistency of this action is given in the Appendix.
2 Review of the geometrical description of D=10, type
IIA Supergravity
The geometrical formulation of D=10, type IIA SUGRA involves the following objects: the vector-like and spinor-like supervielbeins
M E RMα (Z) which are one-superforms, the Lorentz-group one-superform connection Ω ab (Z);
2 A reason to deal with the type IIA case is the recent interest on type IIA superstings in the AdS 4 × CP 3 background [13] - [17] .
the NS-NS two-superform B 2 (Z); the dilaton superfield φ(Z); the R-R one-superform C 1 (Z) and 3-superform and C 3 (Z). The indices a = 0, 1, ...9, α = 1, ...16 andα = 1, ..., 16) ,are respectively the tangent space vector and spinor indices of D = 10 type IIA superspace. The spinor indices are those of the Weyl-Majorana spinors with opposite chirality. Z M = (X m , θ µ L , θμ R ) are the superspace coordinates 3 . Sometimes we shall use the notation that an upper (lower) indexα is written as a lower (upper) index α so that, for instance,
We shall also write E α = (E α L , Eα R ) and E A = (E a , E α ) . The curvatures of the superforms defined above and of the dilaton are: the torsions
the Lorentz curvature
the NS-NS curvature
the R-R curvatures
and
∆ denotes the Lorentz covariant differential and Ω β α = 1 4
. The torsions and curvatures (2.1)-(2.7) satisfy the free differential algebra of Bianchi identities
3 Letters from the middle of the alphabet denote curved indices, those from the begin of the alphabet denote tangent space, Lorentz indices. Round brackets (square brackets) will denote symmetrization (antisymmetriza-
where
Moreover ∆R ab = 0 (2.11)
(2.11) is automatically satisfied if (2.9), (2.10) hold (Dragon theorem [20] ). The field equations are obtained from the Bianchi identities after imposing suitable constraints on the torsions and curvatures [21] , [22] . There is some freedom in the choice of the constraints, related to possible field redefinitions of supervielbeins and gauge superforms. We will adopt the parametrization of torsions and curvatures given in [12] , [16] that, in our notation, results in the following solution of the supergravity constraints (rheonomic parametrization):
with 
and noting, using the Fierz identities, that the contributions of these sectors can be rewritten as
To conclude this section let us recall some identities, which will be useful later
These identites follow by considering the sector (0,3) of the Bianchi identity (2.10) (that is the terms proportial to the product of three E α ), using (2.18) and computing ∆T α using (2.16), (2.17) . ∆ α are the spinor-like tangent space components of the covariant diferential ∆.
BRS Algebra and Pure Spinors Constraints
As already noted, the method of the Extended Differential Algebra proposed in [12] to derive BRST transformations and pure spinor constraints is a generalization of a procedure [18] , [19] well known for Yang-Mills theories, which received a large number of applications, as for instance in the descent equations for the consistent anomalies in gauge theories [23] , [24] , [25] or in some treatments of topological twisted theories [26] , [27] .
Let us describe the case of Yang-Mills theory to illustrate the method. The Yang-Mills algebra involves the connection A ∈ LieG valued in the Lie algebra of the gauge group G, with curvature F = dA + AA and Bianchi identity ∆F = dF + aF − F A = 0. The extended algebra is obtained by replacing d withd = d + S and A withÂ = A + c where S is the BRS differential and c ∈ LieG is the ghost. The extended curvature and the extended Bianchi indetities are defined by the same algebraic relations as for the unextended ones. The extended curvature is constrained to be equal to the initial onê
so that, expanding in ghost number, eq.(3.1) is an identity in the sector with ghost number n gh = 0. In the sector with n gh = 1 one has SA = −dc − cA − Ac ≡ −∆c, the BRS transformation of A and in the sector with n gh = 2 one has Sc = −cc, the BRS transformation of the ghost c. Stora [18] calls eq. (3.1) the "Russian formula" ( see also [19] for a "superspace" derivation of this formula). This approach can be generalized to supergravity theories. The method consists of extending the (Free) Differential Algebra of supergravity by replacing the differential d with d + S where S is the (full) BRST differential and by adding to each gauge (super)-form an associated ghost. Since this extension is purely algebraic the definitions of torsions and curvatures and their parametrizations remain the same for the extended objects.
In [12] all ghosts related to bosonic gauge symmetries are set to zero (so that only the ghosts λ α , related to supersymmetry, are kept), resulting in a constrained BRST algebra. Our proposal differs from that of [12] in two respects. The first difference is that we will keep non-zero not only the ghosts λ α related to supersymmetry but also the ghosts σ 0 , σ 1 , σ 2 and ψ ab ≡ ψ [ab] related to the gauge transformations of C 1 , B 2 , C 3 and to Lorentz transformations respectively.
However we shall maintain that the ghosts λ a , related to translations, vanish. The reason for taking λ a = 0 is that this condition is nothing else but the main constraint of the superembedding approach [28] , [29] . The superembedding approach provides an alternatrive description of the Green-Schwarz approach where the k-symmetry of the Green-Schwarz formulation is reinterpreted as worldsheet supersymmetry. Its main feature is the requirment that the components of the pull-back of the supervielbeins E a along the odd dimensions of the superworldsheet, vanish. On the other hand, from the point of view of superembedding , the ghosts λ A associated to the supervielbeins E A can be identified with the pull-back of E A along a Grassmann-odd dimension, parametrized by η, of the super worldsheet,
is just the main requirement of the superembedding approach. The second difference is motivated by the fact that the BRST transformations relevant for the pure spinor approach are those related to the ghosts λ α . Therefore we split the full BRST differential S as S = s + δ where s = s L + s R is the BRST differential related to the ghosts λ α ≡ (λ L , λ R ) and δ generates the BRST Lorentz and gauge transformations with gauge parameters given by the corresponding ghosts.
Now we can define the extended (hatted) quantities:
As for the extension of superforms other that E A (which can be expressed on the basis of the supervielbeins E A ) there are two possibilities: or one extends the supervielbeins themselves before adding the ghosts or one keeps the supervielbeins unextended. Therefore one haŝ
Of course there is a relation between the ghosts and the ghosts tilded, that follow from (3.4)-(3.7), given (3.3). Indeedψ
i λ acting on a superform denotes the contraction of this superform with λ α .
One should notice that, since B 2 and C 3 are superforms of degree higher than one, σ 1 and σ 2 contain in principle ghosts of ghosts that is σ 1 = σ Using these two options, we can define in the two ways the BRST differential
(3.10)
In the first option realized by δ, one assumes that δ induces infinitesimal Lorentz transformations with Lorentz parameter ψ ab acting on Lorentz tensors, Lorentz connections and relative ghosts and gauge transformations with parameters σ i , i =( 0,1,2), acting on C 1 , B 2 and C 3 and relative ghosts. In particolar
Moreover δσ Notice that s + δ is nilpotent and anticommutes with the differential d. Moreover δ 2 = 0 and dδ + δd = 0 = sδ + δs. In this case the BRST differential s is nilpotent. However, just to assure nilpotency, s, acting on non invariant quantities, induces Lorentz transformations with parameter i λ Ω ab and gauge transformations with parameters i λ C 1 , i λ B 2 and i λ C 3 . In the second option realized byδ, rewriting s + δ =s +δ as anticipated in (3.10), one assumes thatδ acts as δ but with the Lorentz and gauge parameters ψ ab and σ i replaced byψ ab andσ i . In this case the non covariant Lorentz and gauge transformations induced by s are absorbed byδ ands is the covariant BRST differential. Now δ does not anticommute withs and therefores is no longer nilpotent. For instance, acting on the Lorentz vector V
However, acting on Lorentz scalar and gauge invariant superfields,s coincides with s and is nilpotent. Since s is always nilpotent, the nilpotent BRST charge Q, relevant to the pure spinor approach, generates the transformations induced by s (nots). Now one can define the torsions and curvatures of the hatted quantities as done in (2.9)-(2.15) for the unhatted ones. Since the hatted superforms have the same algebraic properties as the unhatted ones, they obey the same Bianchi identities and can be subject to the same rheonomic parametrization, namelŷ
In the sector with zero ghost number the equations (3.12)-(3.18) reproduce the equations (2.9)-(2.15).
In the sector with ghost number one, following the second option, and noticing that in the left hand sides of eqs. (3.12)-(3.18) the action ofδ cancels the tilded ghosts, these equations gives
Equations (3.19)-(3.25) are the BRST transformations of super vielbeins, Lorentz connection and gauge forms, derived as in [12] . The sector with ghost number two is the most interesting for our purposes since it gives the BRST trasformations of the ghosts and the ghost constraints.
Before discussing this sector it is convenient to do the mild assumption that
Later on we will see that this assumption is quite natural and almost implied by the formalism. Since λ a = 0, from eq. (3.12) one has
With the assumption (3.26), eq. (3.13) gives
Since the vector supervielbeins are generic, equations (3.27), (3.28) imply the pure spinor constraints
Using the extended version of the definition (2.24), at the level of n gh = 2, eqs. (3.14) and
or, taking into account eqs.(2.25) and (3.29) ,
Finally, from (3.16),(3.17) and (3.18) one has
In [12] the constraints for the λ's are given by (3.27), (3.28) with E a restricted to the world sheet of the string together with two further constraints given by the r.h.s. of equations (3.33), (3.34) . In our approach, due to the presence of the ghostsσ 0 ,σ 2 andψ ab , these last constraints are avoided as well as the constraint given by the r.h.s. of (3.32) in the absence of the ghost ψ ab . Now let us show that the assumption (3.26) is (almost) implied by the extended Free Differential Algebra under consideration.
Without the assumption (3.26), equation (3.28) becomes
Now consider the extended Bianchi identitŷ
which is indeed automatically satisfied given (3.13), (3.17), (3.18) . In the sector of ghost number four it gives
Then, from (3.27) and assuming 
Then the nilpotency of (s + δ) = (s +δ) yields the identitỹ
where e φ P αβ is defined in (2.23). Taking into account (3.31), this equation gives
Equation (3.38) also follows from the Bianchi identitŷ
in the sector with ghost number three. If one definess
Now note that a generic matrix Y α β can be decomposed as follows:
If the term Y
abcd is absent we shall say that Y α β is Lorentz and Weyl valued or in short LWvalued . The same is valid for the matrix Yαβ. For instance, according to (3.39), C Lα βγ and C Rα βγ are LW-valued with respect to the indices α, β andα,γ respectively. This result will be important in the next section to assure the consistency of the pure spinor action.
Pure Spinor Action
In this section we derive the pure spinor action, in two different ways that will be described in the subsections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. As a result we recover the action first obtained in [7] .
Before doing that, some preliminary considerations are in order. The ghosts σ's and ψ do not appear in the action, while one must add to the superspace coordinates Z M and the ghosts λ α the antighosts
with ghost number n g = −1, which are the conjugate momenta of λ α , and the fields
that involve the conjugate momenta of Z M and are essentially the BRS partners of ω α . From the worldsheet point of view, ω R , d R and ω L , d L are right-handed and left-handed chiral fields respectively.
Since, as a consequence of the pure spinor constraints, λ α contains 11 + 11 degree of freedom, also ω α should contain 11 + 11 independent components. This is realized by assuming that the pure spinor action is invariant under the ω-gauge symmetry
where Λ a R/L are gauge parameters. The d α appear in the nilpotent BRS charge
under which the action must be invariant. In order to specify Q and prove its nilpotency one needs the expression for d α . As has already been noted, Q generates the transformations induced by the BRS differential s and a suggestion to obtain an ansatz for d α comes from the action of s on superfields and ghosts. In particular from (3.30) one has
Since the BRS trasformations of λ α do not vanish, d α must contain terms linear in ω in order to reproduce (4.2). Therefore a general form of d α is expected to be
where d (0) does not depend on ω and λ and Ω αβ γ are the tangent space spinorial components of the Lorentz connection.There is an ambiguity in the form of X βγ α since (4.2) specify only the component of this superfield which is symmetric in β, γ and modulo the pure spinor constraints. A convenient choice of X αβ γ ≡ (X αβ γ , Xαβγ) that reproduces (4.2) (i.e (3.31)) and is LW-valued in β, γ is
α acting on superfields induces the tangent space derivatives D α and
where E a ± are the pullbacks of the vector-like vielbeins E a on the worldsheet. With this expression for d α the BRS charge is
whereR Lα β andR Rαβ are the curvatures of the Lorentz connectionsΩ Lα
By an explicit computation of the l.h.s. of this equation and using the identities (2.26) and (2.27) one can verify that Q is indeed nilpotent. From the expression for Q one can also compute the BRS transformations of ω α and d α
The covariant form of equation (4.5) is
that iss
Eq. (4.7) contains a term proportional to (ω R/L Γ abcd λ L/R ) which is non invariant under (4.1).
It is useful to remark that in the covariant BRS transformation of e φ ω R/L this ill-behaved term is removed. Indeed, using the identity
are LW-valued superfields with respect to β, γ andβ,γ respectively and
It is instructive to compute the action of Q 2 on λ α , d α and ω α . For λ one can confirm that Q applied to λ α is nilpotent since s 2 λ α = λ δ λ β λ γR δβγ α = 0. At first sight, this is not true for d α since taking the BRST differential of (4.6), after some algebra, one obtains
where M L = M, M R is the transpose of M and M is defined in (2.23). However, if we assume that E ∓R/L satisfy the field equations
Afterward we shall prove that these field equations are indeed satisfied as variations of the pure spinor action with respect to d α .
However s 2 ω does not vanish since from (4.5) and (4.6) one has
This failure of nilpotency is a consequence of the ω-gauge transformation (4.1). Indeed s 2 , acting on ω, vanishes only modulo this gauge transformation.
Therefore eq (4.12) is consistent and one can proceed to derive the pure spinor action living with eq. (4.12). This is done in subsection 4.1 following [12] However, even if (4.12) is consistent, one could be disappointed by the fact that the square of a nilpotent charge gives a non vanishing result acting on some object. It is possible to avoid this result by fixing the ω-gauge symmetry and using the so called Y-formalism [29] , [32] - [35] . In this formalism one can construct the pure spinor action in a way which is more on line with the original proposal considered in [8] for the heterotic string.This is done in subsection 4.2.
Derivation of the pure spinor action
The general method to construct pure spinor superstring actions in generic backgrounds is the following. One starts from the Green-Schwarz action I GS in conformal gauge, computes its BRS variation and then adds a "gauge fixing" action I gf given by the (left-handed and right-handed) BRS variation of a suitable "gauge fermion" ( a functional with ghost number n g = −1) such that the total action is BRS invariant.
I gf has to satisfy two conditions:
i) Its BRS variation must cancel the variation of the Green-Schwarz term.
ii) It must be invariant under the gauge transformations (4.1) i.e. its dependence on ω R/L should involve only the terms
The Green-Schwarz action is
where B +− is the pullback of the NS-NS superform B 2 . The BRS variation of I GS is
A term which fulfils the condition i) is
Indeed, taking into account that s 2 is non vanishing only when acts on ω L/R and using (4.12), one can see that sI
gf cancels the variation of I GS . However this term cannot be the whole story since whens R/L acts on E ±L/R , the term
arises, which is incompatible with the condition ii). Therefore, following [12] , we replace I 
gf can be rewritten as
This expression suggests to add the term
in order to cancel the variation of I (1) gf . As a result, the "gauge fixing" action is
This expression for the "gauge fixing" action has been proposed in [12] and shown to be BRS invariant. In fact the variation of I (0)
gf cancels the variation of the G-S action, as already noted, and sI
gf . Indeed the variation of I (1) gf is
and the variation of I (2) gf is 
and Ω (L/R)β α is defined as
Note that the second term in the variation of ω L/R (see equations (4.5), (4.3) ) is essential for the consistency of the result since it cancels the terms 1 .22)). In the absence of this term in the r.h.s. of (4.5) the result would be inconsistent with the condition ii). This is an important consistency check of the ansatz (4.3) for X βγ α .
To compute I
gf it is convenient to use the first expression for I (2) gf in (4.17) to get
The terms involvings R/LsL/R φ in the last integral arise to avoid double counting. The first three terms in the r.h.s. of (4.22) are consistent with the condition ii) since the monomials λ α ω β are saturated by LW-valued superfields. In fact
The last two integrals in (4.22) , that is,
are potentially dangerous since both give contributions that violate condition ii). Luckily these contributions cancel each other. This is proved in the Appendix where the LW-valued contributions of the last two integrals are computed. The result is
is the projector that projects on the LW-valued component of a superfield Y τ σ and Πσδτγ is defined in a similar way in terms of the hatted quantities.
Adding to the Green-Schwarz action (4.13) the contributions of I gf which are given in (4.19), (4.23), (4.24), (4.25) , and (4.28) one obtains the pure spinor action for type IIA superstring in a general background:
where ∆ are given byC 
They are identical to equations (4.11) and assure the on shell nilpotency of s acting on d α . The action (4.31) is precisely the action first obtained in [7] .
Alternative derivation of the action. The Y-formalism
Y-formalism. If the equal time Poisson Brackets (ETPB's) among ω and λ are the canonical ones, the ETPB's among ω R/L and (λ L/R Γ a λ L/R ) do not vanish:
The constraint (λ L/R Γ a λ L/R ) = 0 generates the gauge transformation (4.1) of ω R/L , but in the pure spinor approach this constraint is assumed to hold in a strong sense and therefore equation (4.33) is unsatisfactory. This problem can be avoided [1] , [8] by assuming the following ETPB among ω and λ:
where K α β ≡ (K Lα β , K Rαβ ) are the projectors
with
In the case of IIA superstrings one can avoid the breaking of Lorentz invariance by choosing
In the following we shall adopt this choice. With this choice, if one defines
K R and K L are transposed to each other, and
Even if now the Lorentz invariance is preserved, K is still singular when (λ R λ L ) = 0. In any case these deseases -breaking of Lorentz invariance and/or singular nature of K -are innocuous since, as we shall see, any dependence of K will be absent in the final results. Gauge fixing. One can gauge fix the ω-gauge symmetry (4.1) by requiring
Using the projector K , this gauge fixing condition is equivalent to
which are consistent with (4.34). Also notice that
Equation (4.40), toghether with (4.38) implies that ω R/L have vanishing ETPB's with the constraint (3.29). Moreover, since T rK R/L = 5, K L and K R project on five-dimensional subspaces of the 16-dimensional spinorial spaces and therefore each of the ghosts λ L , λ R , ω R and ω L has eleven components. The fields d α can be splitted as
Only d 
Projecting (4.10), (4.12) with (1 − K), one has
The right hand sides of (4.43) vanish on shell if E ∓R/L satisfy the field equations (4.11). It follows from (4.42), (4.43) that now s is nilpotent acting on any field or ghost.
Derivation of the Action
In this formalism the strategy to derive the pure spinor action is similar to [8] . Add to the Green-Schwarz action a new K-dependent term I (K) such that I GS + I (K) is BRST invariant. Then add the "gauge fixing" term I gf = s F to cancel the dependence on K in the total action. The "gauge fermion" F is a local functional with n gh = −1. Since s is always nilpotent, I gf is automatically BRS invariant.
A possible choice of I (K) is
modulo the field equations (4.32). Then choosing
one can verify that the total action
reproduces the pure spinor action (4.31).
Conclusion
To summarize, in this paper, generalizing the method of Extended Differential Algebra, proposed in [12] , we have shown that it is possible to start from a geometrical formulation of Type IIA supergravity (rheonomic parametrization of torsions and curvatures) and derive the standard pure spinor constraints, the nilpotency of the BRST charge, and the BRST invariant action of the pure spinor superstrings formulation.The pure spinor constraints follow from the requirement that the ghosts λ a , related to the vector-like supervielbeins, vanish (similar to the superembedding constraint) together with the mild assumption that (λ L λ R ) does not generically vanish.
In a sense this reverses the pattern followed in [7] where, starting from the nilpotency of the BRST charge and the most general BRST invariant action (or, equivalently, the holomorphicity properties of the BRST currents), a consistent set of on shell supergravity constraints is derived.
The results that we obtain are equivalent to those of [7] modulo the different choice of the supergravity constraints. However, the supergravity constraints from which we start (and the superfields which appear in the final action) differ from those derived in [7] at most by a redefinition of supervielbeins, superconnections, gauge superforms and the dilaton. The fact that in [7] the structure group is very large (it involves three independent local Lorentz groups, for vector, left-handed and right-handed spinors and two independent local Weyl groups for left-handed and right-handed spinors) should not deceive. Indeed, as shown in [7] , this large gauge symmetry must be gauge fixed and reduced to a single local Lorentz invariance in order to cancel some spurious superfields in torsion components. However the form of the left-handed and right-handed Lorentz and (gauge fixed) Weyl connections remain different and this is also an a posteriori result of our approach ( see (4.20) and (4.21)).
The pure spinor action has been derived in two ways. In particular the second derivation is a generalization to the case of IIA superstring of a procedure first proposed in [8] for the heterotic string. An advantage of this method is that, once the Green-Schwarz action is modified by the addition of suitable K-dependent terms in order to promote its k-symmetry to a pure-spinor BRS symmetry, the remaining step to get the pure spinor action is a standard BRS-like gauge fixing procedure i.e. the addition of a BRS exact , local action.
The rheonomic parametrization that we have adopted in this paper is that considered in [12] . However, since all the consistent parametrizations are equivalent (in the sense specified above) it is quite evident that the procedure described in this paper can be used starting with any consistent rheonomic parametrization. where C L/Rαδ βγ are LW-valued both in the indices α, β andδ,γ whereas Ξ Lαδ βγ is the contribution which is LW-valued in α, β but not inδ,γ, the latter being proportional to (Γ abcd )δγ. On the other hand Ξ Rαδ βγ is LW-valued inδ,γ but not in α, β which is proportional to (Γ abcd ) α β . Therefore where the last equality follows taking into account the action ofs 2 on Lorentz valued fields (see (3.11) whereC ≡C L −C R is LW-valued both in β, γ and inδ,γ and Ψ Lβδ γγ ( Ψ Rβδ γγ ) is LW-valued in (β, γ) but not in (δ,γ) ( in (δ,γ) but not in (β, γ) ). Sinces R ω R = 0 =s L ω L , I 
